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TEAMS: Working out in a group can be a great motivator! Welcome to TEAM
Each week, participants will accrue entries for completing fitness tasks -- biweekly prizes will be awarded based on your use of the club. Each time you check into the
club(limit 1 per day), attend a MOVE Class, Attend an E3 TRAINING session or complete a personal training sessions you will earn 1 entry into the drawing for that period.
Winners will be chosen at random from all entries received. the more active you are in the club the more entries you earn.
Congratulations on your commitment to reinVENT yourself! The Winter ReinVENT Challenge is a 12-week program. Please be sure that you are able to commit to the dates.
Transformation baseline appointments will be held January 20 - 22, 2020. Transformation completion appointments will be held April 8 - 10, 2020. There will be no exceptions made as to the
completion date. Failure to finish within the established dates will disqualify you from prize eligibility.
Transformation Baseline/Completion Appointments. At these appointments you can expect: body fat analysis, body and weight measurements, and photos. At your baseline appointment,
you will also be scheduled for your full E3 Experience Fitness Assessment and begin your personalized workout plan.
Photos: A picture is truly worth a thousand words. Please plan on wearing something in accordance with the specifications below – remember, we can’t judge what we can’t see. It is
important that you wear the same or similar clothing in both your before and after photos. Please wear bottoms that are no longer than mid-thigh and plan to expose your mid-section.
**Undergarments are not suitable for photos**
WOMEN: bikini or swimsuit OR shorts and sports bra.
MEN: Shorts OR swim trunks, no shirt.
Judging Contestants will be judged by an impartial panel determined but VENT Fitness Management amd will take place after all contestants have completed the program within the dates
specified and final submissions are reviewed. Judges’ decisions are final and are based on: • Before/After Photos • Before/After Fitness Comparison
• Written Essay
For valuable consideration received, I hereby grant to Musclemaker’s, Inc. (DBA VENT Fitness), its agents or assigns, the absolute and irrevocable right and unrestricted permission with respect
to measurements/photographic portraits or pictures which VENT Fitness has taken of me or in which I may be included with others, to copyright the same in its own name or otherwise to use,
re-use, publish and re-publish the same in whole or in part, individually or in conjunction with other photographs, and in conjunction with any printed matter, in any and all media now or
hereafter known, and for any purpose whatsoever, for illustration, promotion, art editorial, advertising and trade, or any other purpose whatsoever without restriction as to alteration; and to
use my name in connection therewith as it so chooses. All measurements/photos are the sole property of VENT Fitness. Only participants who complete the contest in its entirety will be given
copies of their photos (upon request) following judging/reception.
I hereby release and discharge VENT Fitness, its agents or assigns, from any and all claims and demands arising out of or in connection with the use of the photographs, including without
limitation any and all claims for libel or invasion of privacy. This authorization and release shall also insure to the benefit of the heirs, legal representatives, licensees, and assigns of VENT
Fitness, as well as the person(s) for whom the photographs were taken. I am of full age, 18 years or older, and have the right to contract in my own name.
I hereby certify that I am physically and mentally fit and have no impairments that would prevent me from taking part in this contest. I understand that VENT Fitness suggests medical clearance
prior to beginning this contest or any new exercise/nutrition program. I understand that the contest fee is not fully refundable under any circumstances. If within the first 30 days I am deemed
medically unable to participate I understand that I am required to request withdrawal from the contest, in writing, which must be accompanied with a note from my physician. Upon VENT
Fitness’ receipt of my withdrawal request, a partial refund of $35 will be issued. No refunds/withdrawal requests will be considered after 30 days from my weigh in. I have read the foregoing
and fully understand the contents thereof. I understand that falsification of information will result in immediate disqualification from the contest. This release shall be binding upon me and my
heirs, legal representatives and assigns. I waive everyone connected with this event from and all liability which may arise.
• No weight loss surgery or other artificial enhancements allowed 60 days prior to or during the contest duration; to do so is grounds for disqualification.
• Previous contest winners, employees and family members of VENT Fitness, Lia Auto Group and BurgerVentures employees are ineligible for age-category and grand prizes.
I understand that in order to qualify for prizes , I must attend my Transformation Completion appointment between 4/8/20 and 4/10/20 and that it is my responsibility to schedule my
appointment.		

SIGNATURE							PRINT						DATE
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Your First 30 Days
The first 30 days are the most important! So get cracking! Afterwards, you’ll have
a solid foundation for your new, healthier lifestyle!
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E3 TRAINING: Personal Training
Our certified personal trainers have a variety of expertise to meet
your needs. If you choose to work with a trainer, he or she will act
as your support system, monitoring your progress and providing
one-on-one guidance through your transformation. He or she
will hold you accountable for your daily food intake and keep
you on track with a diversified and exciting exercise program. In
the past, some of the best results have been achieved through
working individually with our personal trainers.
The E3 personal training program from
VENT Fitness achieves results by focusing
on the full spectrum of your physical
health: Exercise, energy and education.
This three-tiered system provides the
coaching, nutrition and workouts you
need to reinVENT yourself toward a
true life change. Our personal training
program offers 1:1 support and attention
from a trainer as committed to your
personal success as you are. If you’ve tried
and failed or if you’ve never tried before,

the E3 program from VENT Fitness will help you see results.
Our supportive training staff will use integrated, functional
training techniques to provide cardiovascular, core and functional
strength training.
You don’t have to do it alone. There’s a community here to help
you get where you want to be.

TRAINING
(3) Private 1/2 hour sessions
EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR
CHALLENGE PARTICIPANTS

3 for

99

$

* PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR (3) HALF-HOUR PRIVATE PERSONAL TRAINING.
OFFER VALID ONLY FOR REGISTERED REINVENT CHALLENGE PARTICIPANTS. LIMIT (1) PACKAGE
PER PARTICIPANT. ALL SESSIONS MUST BE REDEEMED BY 4/30/20.

Rule #1: Show up! 99.9% of working out is showing up. In fact, right now is a good
time to come down and get your sweat on!
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E3 TRAINING: Your E3 Experience
We have analyzed the variables and developed a system to
exponentially increase your chances of success because that’s
our bottom line- our commitmentwe are a results driven health club.

history to determine and recognize any limitations you may face, an
analysis of your current body composition and baseline including
your fat to muscle ratio and identifying and prioritizing realistic,
healthy goals.

Rule #2: Make an
In order to be successful you must
Appointment
first understand your current
fitness level, your body’s unique
You wouldn’t skip an
composition and equally importantly
appointment with
your realistic goals, that is where our
your doctor. Treat
E3 Experience fitness assessment
your exercise the
comes in. The E3 Experience is
same way - put it on
exclusive to VENT Fitness and was
your calendar and
designed by our Master Trainers; it
stick to it!
is based on the scientific principles
recognized by the leaders in sports
medicine and physical fitness. Your
one-hour appointment will walk you through a brief health

The assessment then moves into the E3 Score
portion. Once you know your score and your goals,
we are able to tailor the best plan to reach and
potentially exceed your goals in a healthy and safe
way.
Whether you are just beginning your fitness
adventure or are looking to maximize performance
as endurance athlete, our E3 Experience will benefit
you.
Sign up for your free comprehensive E3 Experience
today and see what fitness reinVENTed is all about.

Rule #3: The Buddy System Studies show that when you have someone shouting
“Just One More! Just One More!” at you, you actually do one more. So bring a friend!
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E3 TRAINING: Small Group
Trends come and go in our industry, but one recent trend that has
some staying power is small group training.
What exactly is small group training? Let’s define it in context of
other types of training.
• Personal training: one trainer working with one member
•Semi-private training: one trainer working with five to 10
members Programs include TEAM TRAINING
•Small group training: one trainer instructing a group of up to
20 members Programs include TRAIN 30, TRAIN PLYO, and STRIKE
FORCE.
Small group training provides a cost-effective way to experience
the benefits of working with a personal trainer, while having
the support and camaraderie of a group. With no more than 20

E3 Training STUDIO workout is our exclusive small
group workout that combines the best of running,
MMA-style kicking and punching, and strength
training for one unbeatable, efficient workout!

members, trainers are still able to give the proper attention to
form and tailoring to your individual abilities and goals. When you
start exercising in a group, you establish relationships and make
friends with others- helping you develop and stick to your plan...
and ultimately achieve your goals.
If you enjoy a challenge, VENT Fitness’ TRAIN is for you, providing
the ultimate small group training experience. The TRAIN
programming is built on scientifically-proven formulas created by
the National Academy of Sports Medicine to push the envelope
of physical fitness. Whether your goal is weight loss, injury
prevention or to simply get a great workout, our trainers can
cater your workout experience to any age or fitness levels. Daily
sessions focus on improving your core, strength and power of the
upper and lower body while enhancing your cardiovascular fitness
and flexibility. This programming will help you move better, and
become stronger, leaner, and healthier!

Action-packed 30 minutes, engineered with
explosive movement and strategic high intensity
intervals to ensure maximum muscle performance...
and results!

Fast-paced, high intensity, 60-minute MMA-inspired
workout incorporates STRIKE training with strength
and core exercises.

E3 TRAINING: Studio
Harness the science of high intensity intervals, rapid-fire
strength training, and the total-body benefits of MMAinspired punch and kick combos! Discover your new favorite
group workout, E3 Training STUDIO. Included as part of our
top-tier E3 Training memberships, this full body workout
combines the benefits of running, the tried-and-true effects
of boxing and kickboxing, with the strength building and
toning of weights for one unbeatable workout! Classes are
run in 30 and 50 minute formats.
Get the most out of your workout with our STUDIO technology. First, we offer VENT heart rate monitors that provide
accurate biofeedback for all of your workouts. Plus, once
integrated into our in-studio network, you can track your

effort in real time, and using our
STUDIO displays, you can see
how your workout stacks up to
the others in the room!
Our monitors are a great partner
outside your STUDIO workout
as well -- simply link with our
VENT Fitness app and track any
workout, in-club or outside.
Visit your home club to find
out more about the E3 Training
STUDIO workout!

E3 Training STUDIO workout is our exclusive small
group workout that combines the best of running,
MMA-style kicking and punching, and strength
training for one unbeatable, efficient workout!
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Group Exercise
BODY ATTACK® is

the sports-inspired cardio
workout for building strength
and stamina. High-energy
interval training combines
athletic aerobic movements
with strength and
stabilization exercises.

BODY COMBAT®

is a fiercely energetic
program inspired by martial
arts and draws from a wide
array of disciplines like
karate, boxing, taekwondo,
tai chi and muy thai.

BODY STEP® uses

a height-adjustable step
and simple movements on,
over and around the step
to deliver huge results.
Cardio blocks and muscle
conditioning push fat
burning and toning into
high gear.

CX WORX® This

30-minute workout focuses
on functional movement
with resistance bands,
weight plates and your
own body weight, to help
you become stronger for
everyday life.

BODY FLOW®

is the yoga, tai chi and
Pilates workout that builds
flexibility and strength while
leaving you centered and
calm. Controlled breathing,
concentration and music
create a holistic workout
experience.

BODY JAM® is the

cardio dance workout fusion
of the latest dance styles
and the hottest new sounds.
The emphasis is having fun
whiie breaking a sweat.

BODY PUMP®

Challenges all your major
muscle groups by using the
best weight-room exercises
like squats, presses, dead
lifts and curls.

RPM®

Ride to the
rhythm of powerful music
and tackle the terrain
through hills, flats, mountain
peaks, time trials, and
interval training.

SPRINT®

is a
30-minute, high-intensity
interval cycling class that
pushes your physical and
mental limits. Plus, this
low impact workout is
scientifically proven to return
rapid results!

RIDE Our exclusive

indoor cycling program
combines a moderate to
high intensity, non-impact
cardiovascular workout
with zone-based heart rate
training and an immersive
cycling experience.

Rule #4: Friend Yourself Share and learn from others like you who are trying to
accomplish their fitness goals by getting involved in our online community.

TRAIN 30

Challenge your core,
strength, power
and mobility as well
as cardiovascular
conditioning using
multiple exercises from
all of our other TRAIN
programs in a fast paced exciting group of up to 20.

TRAIN PLYO

Action-packed 30
minutes, engineered
with exlosive
movement and
strategic high intensity
intervals to ensure
maximum muscle
performance... and results!

YOGA

The quintessential
mind/body workout
that incorporates
alignment, posture and
breathing. Improve
strength, flexibility,
balance, attention and
help reduce stress.

ZUMBA®

The Zumba® program
fuses hypnotic Latin
rhythms and easy-tofollow moves to create
a one-of-a-kind fitness
program.

STRONG by
ZUMBA®

Combining body
weight, muscle
conditioning, cardio
and plyometric training
moves synced to
original music, every
squat, every lunge, every burpee is driven by the music.
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Nutrition FAQs
1. What’s the deal with protein, and those smoothies?
One of the key building blocks of muscle is protein, and
studies indicate that a protein shake consumed within 45
minutes of resistance training can be beneficial for muscle
recovery - an essential step toning or building your muscles.
If your protein intake is inadequate, there are food sources you
can consume to increase it. Lean meats, fish, dairy products,
tofu and legumes are all good dietary sources of protein.
Check out the smoothie bar for a variety of options geared
towards your specific goals.
2. Are high-protein diets good for someone
attempting to lose fat and/or gain lean body mass
(LBM)? Any protein amount exceeding 25% of total caloric
intake would be considered high. There is no advantage to
high-protein intake for the majority of fat loss subjects. It’s all
about calories! High-protein weight-loss diets are generally
low-calorie diets in disguise that will eventually cease to
satiate the participant. This leads to uncontrollable eating
behavior and concurrent weight gain. Initial weight loss form
a high-protein diet is predominantly the loss of body fluids.
3. Do protein drinks build muscle? No. Appropriate
exercise and adequate nutrition (which includes protein) build
muscle. Muscle is built during times of rest.
4. Are there any problems with high-protein diets?
Calcium loss, acidic residue (not good for some) fluid
imbalance (energy loss and extra work for liver and kidneys)
may slow metabolism, cause uncontrollable cravings for
carbohydrates and generally leads to a rebound from weight
loss.
5. Why are dietary carbohydrate recommendations
higher than protein? Carbohydrate is the substance used
by the body to produce energy and convert other nutrients,
such as fat, into energy. Also, wise carbohydrate sources
provide important nutrition, such as vitamins, minerals, fiber
and other substances that have a positive impact on health
(bioflavinoids, phytochemicals). in addition, carbohydrates
are considered “protein sparing,” as they can be used for
energy, saving protein for the role of muscle building and
repair. Lastly, the brain and central nervous system run best
on a fuel of glucose. That is why people feel “spacey” when
they go too long without eating or consuming sufficient
carbohydrates.
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6. Will eating past 7 p.m., especially carbohydrates,
result in weight gain? The body does not have an internal
clock telling it to store carbohydrates as fat after 7 p.m. Every
individual requires a certain number of calories per day,
regardless of when they are consumed. Ideally, you should
spread your allotted calories throughout the day to prevent
hunger and wild fluctuations in your blood sugar levels, which
can sap your energy or result in bingeing.
7. What is insulin’s role in storing fat? Humans, as
periodic eaters, need insulin to survive. Following a meal,
insulin is secreted, with its job being the storage of energy
(glucose, amino acids) in the liver, muscle and adipose tissue
(fat). We will always eat more at a meal than can immediately
be used for energy, making this storage necessary. As the
hours pass after a meal, this stored energy is released to fuel
the continuous needs and activity of the body.
8. Why does switching from a high-protein diet to
a high-carbohydrate diet initially cause you to feel
bloated? Each part of stored glucose (glycogen) contains
2.7 parts water. With a high-protein diet, glycogen stores are
consistently low and therefore water content is low, which
decreases cells’ efficiency. The bloated feeling will eventually
normalize when the body recovers to a properly hydrated
state.
9. I’m trying to lose fat - should I avoid fruit, wheat
and dairy products? No. However, in certain cases when
reducing calories for fat loss (ie: fitness models or body
builders striving for very low body fat levels) fruit and dairy
products may be eliminated as competition nears. Fruit and
dairy products lack the substance or bulk of complex foods, so
they don’t contribute to satiety when calories are extremely
low. But calories are calories, and this extreme scenario is less
common than your typical weight- or fat-loss circumstances.
10. I’ve heard insulin resistance causes weight gain, so
a high-protein, low-carbohydrate diet is recommended.
Is that right? No. Weight gain from high fat diets usually
leads to insulin resistance. Insulin resistance leads to other
health problems such as coronary artery disease. The scientific
recommendation for almost all insulin-resistant individuals,
genetic or acquired, is a low-fat diet with moderate amounts
of protein, high in complex carbohydrates and plenty of
exercise. Insulin resistant individuals gain weight like anyone
else - when they eat more calories than they burn. Insulin
resistance may depress satiety signals, leading one to overeat.

Rule #5: Get Real Whether you’re here to lose weight or gain muscle, setting short-term realistic goals is
the best strategy for long-term success.
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Fluids: 8 oz. of success
We all know we should drink plenty of fluids. But the
question is, how much? When? This handy chart will
help take the guesswork out of fluid intake.
• Drink Fluids Between Meals

Proper water intake provides the following benefits:
• Alleviates fluid retention
• Restores natural thirst

• Significantly decreases appetite
• Drinking fluids during meals may thin down
gastric juices, slowing down digestive activity. • Improves metabolic, endocrine gland, excretory and
liver functions.
• Drink fluids before, during and after exercise
YOUR lbs. water lbs. water Fluid
8 oz.
• Increase your fluid intake when it is hot or
WEIGHT FEMALES MALES INTAKE glasses
humid outside to avoid heat exhaustion.
80
44 lbs.
52 lbs. 40 oz.
5
The average individual should drink approximately
100
55 lbs.
65 lbs. 50 oz.
6
three quarts of water daily. Those on a fat loss
120
66 lbs.
78 lbs. 60 oz.
7
program should drink an additional eight ounces for 140
77 lbs.
91 lbs. 70 oz.
8
every 25 pounds they are over their ideal athletic
160
88 lbs.
104 lbs. 80 oz.
10
weight. Adequate water consumption is essential for 180
99 lbs.
117 lbs. 90 oz.
11
the conversion of fat to energy.
200
110 lbs.
130 lbs. 100 oz.
12
220
121 lbs.
143 lbs. 110 oz.
14
240
132 lbs.
156 lbs. 120 oz.
15
Rule #6: Drink Up! Drinking lots of water before, during and after exercising can help your body deal with the new
demands you’re putting on it. So raise your glass and demand some more!
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Tips for Healthier Eating

A smart approach to create lasting success

Checklist for Healthy Eating
Instead of … Added sugar, be
it granulated sugar, brown sugar,
high-fructose corn syrup, corn sugar,
or honey.
Try … Naturally sweet food such
as fruit, peppers, or natural peanut
butter.
Instead of … Dairy fat from ice
cream, whole milk, and cheese.
Try … Low-fat versions, such as skim
milk and reduced-fat cheeses.
Instead of … Baked sweets.
Cookies, snack cakes, doughnuts,
pastries, etc.
Try … Making homemade cookies
or bars using grains such as oatmeal,
and less sugar and unhealthy fats.
Instead of … White carbohydrates.
Bread, pasta, potatoes, rice, cookies,
cake, or pancakes.

Set yourself up for success Start small. Think about planning
a healthy diet as a number of manageable steps rather than one
big drastic change. Try adding a salad (full of different color
vegetables) to your diet once a day or switching from butter to
olive oil when cooking. As your small changes become habit, you
can continue to add more healthy choices to your diet.
Simplify. Instead of being overly concerned with counting
calories or measuring portion sizes, think of your diet in terms of
color, variety, and freshness. This way it should be easier to make
healthy choices. Focus on finding foods you love and easy recipes
that incorporate a few fresh ingredients. Gradually, your diet will
become healthier and more delicious.
Protein Protein gives us the energy to get up and go—and
keep going. Protein in food is broken down into the 20 amino
acids that are the body’s basic building blocks for growth and
energy, and essential for maintaining cells, tissues, and organs. A
lack of protein in our diet can slow growth, reduce muscle mass,
lower immunity, and weaken the heart and respiratory system.
Protein is particularly important for children, whose bodies are
growing and changing daily.
Try different types of protein. Whether or not you are a
vegetarian, trying different protein sources—such as beans,
nuts, seeds, peas, tofu, and soy products—will open up new
options for healthy mealtimes.

Sugar Sugar causes energy ups and downs and can add to health
and weight problems. Unfortunately, reducing the amount of
candy, cakes, and desserts we eat is only part of the solution.
Often you may not even be aware of the amount of sugar you’re
consuming each day. Large amounts of added sugar can be
hidden in foods such as bread, canned soups and vegetables,
pasta sauce, margarine, instant mashed potatoes, frozen dinners,
fast food, soy sauce, and ketchup.
Eat naturally sweet food such as fruit, peppers, or natural peanut
butter to satisfy your sweet tooth. Keep these foods handy instead
of candy or cookies.
Salt Most of us consume too much salt in our diets. Eating too
much salt can cause high blood pressure and lead to other health
problems. Try to limit sodium intake to 1,500 to 2,300 mg per day,
the equivalent of one teaspoon of salt.
Avoid processed or pre-packaged foods, and opt for frozen or fresh
rather than canned vegetables. Processed foods like canned soups
or frozen dinners contain hidden sodium that quickly surpasses
the recommended limit.
Slowly reduce the salt in your diet to give your taste buds time to
adjust.

Try … Whole-grain pancake mix,
whole-wheat pastas and breads,
brown rice.
Instead of … Processed meats like
bacon, ham, pepperoni, hot dogs, and
many lunch meats.
Try … Protein from fish, skinless
chicken, nuts, beans, soy, and whole
grains.
Instead of … Added salt.
Try … Flavoring food with garlic,
herbs, and spices

SOURCE: helpguide.org
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Dining Out

Avoiding pitfalls and still having fun

Contrary to what you might think, dining out can be done while
still accomplishing your goals. Balance your meals out with
healthy meals at home. Here’s how to enjoy yourself and stay fit
at the same time.

• Read the menu creatively - order a fruit cup for an
appetizer or a breakfast melon for dessert. Instead
of a dinner entree, combine a salad with a low-fat
appetizer.

• When you eat out, order only what you need and
want. Know how to make changes to your meal in case the
restaurant doesn’t have just what you want.

• Ask for substitutions. Instead of fries, request
vegetables. If you can’t substitute, just ask that the high-fat
food be left off your plate.

• Eat slowly!

• Request low-calorie items, such as salad dressing,
even if they’re not on the menu. Vinegar and a dash
of oil or a squeeze of lemon are a better choice than
high-fat dressings.

• Ask for broiled instead of fried. Request your meal be prepared
clean or with less salt and no extra sauce.
• Order your baked potato plain and top it with a
teaspoon of margarine or low-calorie sour cream.
Try fresh veggies from the salad bar for extra fiber
and vitamins!
• Ask that no salt be added to your food.
• Ask for sauces, gravy and salad dressings on the side.
Try dipping your fork tines into the dressing and then
spear a piece of lettuce. Or add a teaspoon of
dressing at a time to your salad - you’ll use less!

• Do not drink alcoholic beverages. They add calories
but no nutrition to your meal.
•M
 any restaurants now list their menus online, so peruse the
menu before you arrive
• Order a regular or child-sized portion instead, or ask that your
server bring you a to-go box when you order. Putting the extra
portions in the box at the beginning of your meal will help keep
you from overeating!

Rule #7: Do a few Push-Aways As in, push away from the table. Eating a few less calories and making better food
choices can go a long way in helping you succeed in your fitness goals. Of course, speak with a fitness or health professional
before starting any diet or nutritional program.
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It’s a Team Effort

Working out with a friend means greater results

• Having someone to run
with you on chilly mornings
or join in circuits can be a
welcome incentive, especially
if it takes a lot to make you
leave the house. The added
commitment to another person
for your workouts can be a
great motivator!

Rule #8: Support Group - Don’t
sweat it alone. Take a group exercise
class. They keep your exercise routine from
becoming routine by adding variety to your
workout while stimulating your body and
mind in new ways.

• Researchers found that a whopping 50% of people
who start exercising drop out of their programs within
three to six months! You’re less likely to drop out of
your regimen if you have someone with you.
• You and your partner, especially if you’re working
the same or similar programs, can benefit from a little
healthy competition. Your progress can inspire your
friend to exert a little more, and vice versa!

• If your workout partner
is your significant other,
exercising together is a great
time for bonding - which can
be difficult especially if you’re
both leading hectic lives.

• Partners can assist you in
selecting the proper weights,
suggesting workout variations, and providing
motivation when you’re on your last legs.
• If you’re working out with someone you live with,
you’ll have more harmony in the kitchen - you’ll both
have an increased awareness of nutrition and diet
which will help keep you both on track!

Rule #9: Workout Your Brain Talking with our professional staff, asking questions, reading books
and reviewing info on our web site will help you get more out of your workout and nutrition strategies.

Take one. give one.
THIS IS NO ORDINARY THREE-DAY PASS
catalyst for

change

“I’ll do it when I get a round tuit”
IT’S YOUR LUCKY DAY
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HERE IT IS

days f
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WE ALL HAVE THAT FRIEND.
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stimulus for success

ventfitness.com

I
TU T

this is a tuit

the rarest,
round kind

share the VENT love.
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Inspiring quotes...
“I have to tell you that [VENT Fitness] has completely
changed my life. The wonderful trainers and people at
VENT Fitness in Niskayuna helped me to get back to feeling
good about myself, taught me how to eat properly, helped
me to learn that staying healthy is a lifestyle, were very
attentive and the most courteous staff I have EVER met in
any work out facility... I look forward to staying a member
of the VENT Fitness family.. You guys Rock!” - Mickey E.

“After making the commitment... I knew I was going to be
miserable! That’s the hardest part - going back for more
torture! After the initial shock... my body adjusted and
the energy I felt was addictive... I never thought I would
subject myself to such voluntary pain and sweat but once
I started to realize how much better I felt about myself by
moving both my body and my mind, I was excited. I look
forward to my workouts now. I look at them as precious
and special time I spend with myself everyday... It has
inspired me to want to be a better human being.”
- Donna B.

From VENT Fitness Members

“I have over 80 pairs of shoes in my closet. People ask
me why I have so many shoes and so few clothes. I tell
them that is because I have never in my life looked down
and thought “Do these shoes make me look fat?” I really
thought [this program] was one more “plan” that I would
fail at... now I feel amazing and my clothes from last
summer literally fall off my body. I am overwhelmed at the
changes in myself both physically and emotionally. And [I
will] never again be that person that only loves her feet.”
- Lisa P.
“ I am the woman that could write the book on the
deceptively perfect excuses for not exercising. Everything
and everyone in my life took priority over ME for as long
as I can remember. I knew that I had to make a change in
my life for the better ...[Soon after joining VENT Fitness] I
started to really notice changes in my body, how my clothes
fit, my energy level, and my endurance. I began to enjoy
going to the gym and looking forward to the visit. This ...
has been a life changing experience for me. I look and feel
better than I have in years! - Kim P.

Rule #10: Don’t Quit Strong bodies aren’t built in a day. So stick with the program! Keep running. Keep lifting. Keep
crunching. Keep exercising and over the long haul you’ll reap incredible mental and physical rewards. And a rock-solid core!
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